
A specific  
visualization  
expressing that 

information

types of information

question answered
(    possible transformations)

What does it look like?

Where?
(  How much or how many?)
(  Which order or ranking?)
(  Which group or category?)

When?
(  How much or how many?)
(  Which order or ranking?)
(  Which group or category?)

How much or how many?
(  Which order or ranking?)
(  Which group or category?)
(  What proportion?)

What proportion?
(  How much or how many?)

Which order or ranking?
(  Which group or category?)
(  Does a given relationship hold?) 

Which group or category?
(  What does it look like?)
(  Does a given relationship hold?)

Does a given relationship hold? 
(between two entities)
(  Which order or ranking?)

 information that 
visual encodings can show:

CAP  configuration and 
     visual appearance

LOC  spatial location

TIM  point in time

QUA  quantity

PRO  proportion

ORD  order

CAT  category

REL  relationships 
     between entities
     (being true or false)

quantitative (m
etric)

ordinal
nom

inal


 

 


 
 


 

 


 


 





The DNA of visualization

visual encodings

visual encodings are expressed using

PIC  picturing

MAP  mapping

AXI  positioning along an axis

SIZ   sizing

REP  repeating

ORP  ordering by position

GRA  gradient coding

PRP  proportional partitioning 

GRP  grouping by position

COL  colour coding

SHA  shape coding

BOU  grouping by boundary

ADJ  coupling by adjacency

NES  nesting

CNC  connecting

Visualizations and their 
visual components can be:
 con constructed using
 var varied through
 lin linked using

layout principles directions

Visualization pattern
a particular 'well-formed' combination
of DNA building blocks

Information  
to be  

visualized

. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .

Visualizations can be con.structed
using arrangement in (an/a):
ary  array
reg  regular grid
pog  polar grid  
asd  array with a shared   

 dimension
osd  overlay with a shared  

 dimension
ard  array of dimensions
sta  band stacking
bun  bundling
cfr  constrained freedom

Mode of correspondence

of visual encoding being either 
literal or non-literal

Mode of depiction

ranging from  
mim  mimetic to  
sch  schematic

Mode of encoding

depicting

Reference elements

axis lines
tick marks
axis labels
grid marks
legends
etc

Visual treatment 

rhetoric
style
decoration
backgrounds
etc

visual components

Visualizations can be composed of:

basic visual components:

composite visual components:

SYM  symbols
PCO  pictorial components
TEX  textual components
CLI  connector lines
DCL  directed connector lines
BAN  bands
BND  boundaries
LIL  line locators
SUL  surface locators
DIS  disks
BLO  blocks
BAR  bars
RAM  range markers
PAR  partitions
GLY  glyphs
POS  spatial positions

VIS  visualizations

. . . can be tag•ged with  . . .

for con, con, ADJ , BAR and RAM :
  hor  horizontal 
  ver  vertical
  ang  angular
  rad  radial
  spi  spiral

for SIZ and  PRP :
  wid width
  len length

What was the challenge?
Development of an analytical framework 
for visualization design options constructed 
from fundamental building blocks (DNA) of 
visual encoding and composition.

Category: Research

Project: The DNA of information graphics

Contact:
Clive Richards 
Birmingham City University UK 
clive.j.richards@me.com

Yuri Engelhardt
University of Twente NL 
yuri.engelhardt@utwente.nl 

www.VisDNA.com

What was the solution?
1) A diagram visualizing the framework for 
an academic paper. See below. 
2) Numerous visualizations analysed into 
a DNA sequence, a description in one 
sentence, and a DNA tree diagram.  
See www.VisDNA.com and a small 
selection opposite.    

What was the effect? 
Provides information designers and 
researchers with a more comprehensive 
tool than previously available for the 
(de)construction of a wide range of  
visualization types.

Images 1 and 4 opposite: DataVizProject by Ferdio, 
Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-
NoDerivatives 4.0 International License:  
www.datavizproject.com



  Pattern & specimen Information*  DNA Specification by natural language DNA tree diagram  

1 Technical illustration 

 

  VIS A technical illustration 
  con     is constructed using 
 CAP ► PIC         picturing of 
  PCO         pictorial components that 
  tag             are tagged with 
 ... ► TEX                 textual components. 

      VIS  
       │ 
 ┌────con────┐ 
 │          PCO 
 │           │        
 │          tag     
 │           │      
PIC         TEX     
   

 ▲           ▲      
CAP         ...  

2 Comic strip 
 

 
 

  VIS A comic strip 
  con     is constructed using 
  hor  
 TIM ► ORD ► ORP         ordering by horizontal position of 
  VIS         visualizations that 
  con             are constructed using 
 CAP ► PIC                 picturing of 
  PCO                 pictorial components. 

            VIS  
             │ 
       ┌────con────┐ 
      hor         VIS 
       │           │   
       │     ┌────con────┐ 
      ORP   PIC         PCO 
 

       ▲     ▲      
TIM──►ORD   CAP   

3 Hans Rosling  
   bubble chart 
 

 

  VIS A Hans Rosling bubble chart 
  con     is constructed using 
  hor 
 QUA ► AXI         positioning along a horizontal axis and 
  ver  
 QUA ► AXI         positioning along a vertical axis of 
  SYM         symbols that 
  var             vary through 
 QUA ► SIZ                 sizing and 
 CAT ► COL                 colour coding. 

         VIS  
          │ 
    ┌────con────┐ 
 ┌──┴──┐        │  
hor   ver      SYM 
 │     │        │ 
 │     │       var 
 │     │     ┌──┴──┐ 
AXI   AXI   SIZ   COL   
   

 ▲     ▲     ▲     ▲ 
QUA   QUA   QUA   CAT 

4 Pie chart map 
 

 

  VIS A pie chart map 
  con    is constructed using 
 LOC ► MAP       mapping of 
  DIS       disks that 
  var          vary through 
 QUA ► SIZ             sizing and that 
 ▲x ► con          are constructed using 
 │x ► ang  
 PRO ► PRP             proportional angular partitioning into 
  PAR                partitions that 
  var                   vary through 
 QUA ► SIZ                      sizing and 
 CAT ► COL                      colour coding. 

      VIS  
       │ 
 ┌────con────┐ 
 │          DIS 
 │     ┌─────┴───┐ 
 │    var    ┌──con───┐ 
 │     │    ang      PAR 
 │     │     │        │ 
 │     │     │       var 
 │     │     │     ┌──┴──┐ 
MAP   SIZ   PRP   SIZ   COL 
 

 ▲     ▲     ▲     ▲     ▲ 
LOC   QUA   PRO──►QUA   CAT 

5 Encoding tree diagram  
   that describes itself 
 

 

  VIS This encoding tree diagram that describes itself 
  con     is constructed using 
  ver  
 ┌─► ORD ► ORP         ordering by vertical position of 
 │   CAT ► TEX         textual components that 
 │    var             vary through 
 │   CAT ► COL                 colour coding and that 
 │    lin             are linked using 
 │    hor     
 │   REL ► ADJ                 coupling by horizontal adjacency and 
 └── REL ► CNC                 connecting by 
  CLI                 connector lines and 
  DCL                 directed connector lines. 

    VIS 
     │ 
 ┌──con────┐ 
ver       TEX◄───────────┐ 
 │   ┌───┬─┴────┐        │ 
 │  var lin  ┌─lin─┐     │ 
 │   │   │   │     │     │ 
 │   │  hor  │   ┌─┴─┐   │ 
 │   │   │   │   │   │   │ 
ORP COL ADJ CNC CLI DCL  │ 
 ▲   ▲   ▲   ▲           │ 
ORD CAT REL REL CAT──────┘ 
 ▲           │      
 └───────────┘ 

* TIM Point in time  LOC Location  QUA Quantity  PRO Proportion  ORD Order  CAT Category  CAP Configuration and appearance  REL Relationships 

 ... Placeholder for any type of information                                          Transformations between these types of information are shown as grey arrows. 

 


